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Hospital's pet therapy gets
two paws up frOID patients
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By Adventist Midwest Health
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No one can underestimate the influence
a four-legged, best friend can have on a pa-
tient - especially a child. 'That'swhyAdven-
tist Hinsdale Hospital has partnered with
the Hinsdale Humane Society to launch a
program of canine assisted rehabilitation,
also known as CARe, to incorporate the
therapeutic role of animals as part of the
clinical healthcare treatment process.

'TheCAReteam visits carefully selected
patients at the hospital's outpatient Adven-
tist Paulson Pediatric Rehabilitation facil-
ity, 222E. Ogden Ave.,Hinsdale. 'Thegoal of
the program is to help patients achieve their
physical rehabilitation goals, according to
Deborah Kraus, pet therapy coordinator at
Hinsdale Humane Society.Pet therapy helps
children overcome fear of animals, further
develop motor and coordination skills and
improve their communication skills, among
other benefits.

Karen Haines has seen those benefits
firsthand Her IS-year-old son, Christo-
pher, underwent more than 10 sessions of
pet therapy over the past several months.
Diagnosed with cognitive disability, sei-
zure disorder and developmental delays,
Christopher has been coming to Adventist
Paulson Pediatric Rehabilitation fortherapy
since age 1.

"AfterI was bitten by our neighbor's dog,

Christopher has been terrified of dogs and
it got to the point where he wasn't able to
be in the same room as them," said Haines,
a Darien resident. "But after a fewweeks in
the CAReprogram, Christopher was able to
slowlyaddress dogs and in fact is now able
to hold LeilaMae, his therapy dog.His prog-
ress and the success ofthis program are just
remarkable and I couldn't be happier."

'Thepet teams help calm children who
might be anxious about their therapy and
provide interaction time which the children
view as a reward for accomplishing certain
tasks. The animals participate in therapist-
guided activities to enhance motor skill
therapy and are involved as a non-judgmen-
tal companions during therapy sessions.

The therapy teams are registered with
Delta Society, an international non-profit
organization of pet owners, volunteers,
therapists, educators, veterinarians and
health professionals. The society trains and
screens volunteers and their pets forpartici-
pation in visiting animal programs in hospi-
tals, nursing homes, rehabilitation centers
and schools.

"Our patients and staff have gained
so much by working with the pet therapy
team," said Carla Pister, manager ofAdven-
tist Paulson Pediatric Rehabilitation. "The
animals have made a big difference in re-
ducing patients' anxiety - sometimes their
presence alone can be comforting."


